IBM RapidMove
for Oracle Cloud

Migration to Oracle Cloud can be slow, expensive and sometimes
does not deliver the business value you need
Pure technical upgrade approaches may deliver
fast but they:

Conversely, traditional greenﬁeld implementations
can deliver business transformation but oftentimes
they are:

Cannot deliver
business transformation

Costly

Do not exploit the
full features of SaaS

Slow to deliver

Do not provide any Rollout
option beyond big bang

Over-run and consume massive
amounts of internal resources

IBM RapidMove for Oracle Cloud delivers fast while unlocking
the full value of business transformation
Save up to 60% in process design through
the adoption of our pre-conﬁgured industry
speciﬁc Cognitive Enterprise Blueprint.
Documented in IBM's leading process
modeling tool IBM BlueWorks, mapped
directly to the APQC framework, our
Blueprint delivers over 350 level 4 Oracle
ready business processes.
Save 80% in conﬁguration time through
our Oracle Cloud Conﬁguration Injector,
able to pump data into any environment,
maintain a Gold Copy offline, produce
documentation and enable transformation
between instances.
Save 40% on integration design and build
using the 50+ Cloud integration adaptors
to systems including ADP, Maximo, Taleo,
Concur, Blockchain and all legacy Oracle
platforms. Deliver integrations through
the IBM Utility Integrator, a framework
to rapidly integrate 3rd parties into the
Cloud, underpinned by our Error logging
and Monitoring framework to reduce time
spent resolving defects by 20%.

Save 40% on data migration, designed and
built via our 40 Oracle Cloud ready adaptors
handling extract, transform and load.
Save over 60% on reporting design and
build through the IBM Reporting Pack for
Oracle Cloud, delivering over 100 role
speciﬁc KPI's and 50 of the most common
requirements in OTBI.
Save 40% on test execution. IBM Test
Automation for Oracle Cloud delivers over
400 scripts in open source technology
including the ability to auto-capture
screenshots for audit purposes.
Deliver personalized, co-created and
social change interventions through IBM’s
Digital Change under-pinned by rapid
delivery of training material for both power
and self-service users. Save 60% in training
development through pre-built learning
paths, interactive job aids and contextual
support inside the application.

Throw away the old ways of implementing technology.
IBM RapidMove for Oracle Cloud:
Redesigns and standardizes your business
processes to enable a platform to exploit
the exponential technologies of intelligent
workflow and pervasive automation
Eradicates manual steps in systems
conﬁguration to rapidly create new
instances, inject flexibility in the release
plan and improve quality

Embeds successful business change
into the heart of the programme, engaging
stakeholders through modern and effective
channels, supported by business beneﬁt
driven KPIs and ﬁnally;
Harnesses rollout flexibility through
support for any deployment option

Assetizes major streams including data
migration, systems integration, reporting,
testing and learning development to
accelerate delivery and reduce demands
on both business and IT

Learn more
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Learn more about IBM Managed Services
for Oracle Cloud ibm.biz/IBMOracle
Visit the IBM page on the Oracle Cloud Marketplace
ibm.biz/IBMoraclecloudmarketplace
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